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As shown below, the twin-beam let-off motion has two sets of drive mechanisms which control the

 tensions of the RH and LH warp beams, respectively. Each of the drive mechanisms uses a program-
controlled AC servomotor.

　

The tension gauges (load cells) installed at both ends of the tension roller detect the LH and RH warp

 tensions by calculation with a microcomputer.

　

You may set (or modify) the desired warp tension, the correction values of stop mark prevention as well

 as rotating the warp beams in the forward or reverse direction and restoring the warp tension, on the

 function panel.
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2.2.1
　

Notes
 

for
 

Setting
 

up
 

the
 

Twin-beam
 

Type

When setting up the twin-beam type, observe the following:
(1) Use those warp beams having the same properties (such as the sizing amount, tension, and winding

 volume) for the RH and LH letting-off.
(2) Adjust the position of the center beam holder (Subsection 2.2.2 [ 1 ]) and warp beams loaded

 (Subsection 2.2.2 [ 2 ]).
(3) Adjust the easing amount and timing for both the RH and LH warp beams (Subsection 2.2.3).
(4) Adjust the height and front-to-rear position of the back brackets for both the RH and LH warp

 beams (Subsection 2.2.4).
(5) Perform tension gain setting, tension adjustment and zero adjustment for each of the LH and RH

 let-off controls (Subsection 2.2.5/2.2.7).
(6) Input the drawing-in width (Subsection 2.2.5).

What follows is a detailed description for the above notes.
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The installation position of the center beam
holder should be adjusted depending upon the
drawing-in width, according to the steps given
below.

(1) Loosen lock nut 2 until you become able to

 rotate foot bolt 1 by hand.
(2) Remove two bolts 5.
(3) Remove two bolts 4 while supporting the

 center beam holder 6 securely to prevent it

 from dropping.

NOTE: For easier job, use foot 3 as a support.

(4) Adjust center beam holder 6 so that distance

 “a” from the machined end of LH side beam

 holder 7 to that of the center beam holder 6
 comes to the value obtained by the following

 formula:

　“a” = (Drawing-in width/2) + 157 (mm)
Secure the center beam holder 6 with bolts 4
 and 5.
(Example)
To weave for the drawing-in width of 2640

 mm in those machines whose reed space is

 280 cm, the distance “a” should be 1,477 mm

 obtained by the formula below.

　“a” = (2640/2) + 157 = 1477mm

NOTE: Measure the distance “a” near the

 warp beam loading position.
(5) Install foot 3 right underneath bearing 8 so

 that it becomes parallel with the center of the

 center beam holder 6.
Tighten foot bolt 1 until its head comes into

 contact with the machined end of center beam

 holder 6, then further tighten the foot bolt 1

2.2.2
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 by 180° with a spanner and secure it with

 lock nut 2.

NOTE: At the time of delivery, foot 3 is

 separately packaged. Be sure to install it

 when loading warp beams.

NOTE: For a higher anti-vibration effect, it is

 recommended that foot 3 be glued to the floor.

To match the desired drawing-in width, beam
gear 2 and side flange 4 should be adjusted at
each of LH and RH beams according to the steps
given below. (For LH beam)

(1) Loosen all of the bolts 1.
(2) Turn beam gear 2 by hand so that the

 distance from the end of ring 5 to the

 machined inside end of the beam gear 2
 comes to (Drawing-in width ÷ 2 + 50) mm,

 then secure the beam gear 2 with bolts 1.
(3) Loosen all of the bolts 3.
(4) Turn side flange 4 by hand so that the inside

 end of center flange 6 to that of the side

 flange comes to (Drawing-in width ÷ 2 – 55)

 mm, then secure the side flange 4 with bolts

 3.

NOTE: When narrowing the drawing-in

 width, temporarily separate the beam gear 2
 from the side flange 4 in step (2), perform

 steps (3) and (4), and go back to step (2).
(5) Also, at the RH side of the let-off motion,

 adjust the beam gear and the side flange in

 the same manner as for the LH beam.

　　

[2]
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(1) The positive easing motion corrects the warp

 tension difference caused at shed opening A
 and closing B, by positively moving the

 tension roller.

C ：Tension roller position at shed closing

 (Easing timing)

D ：Tension roller position at shed opening

E ：Easing amount
(2) The table below lists the standard easing

 timings
according to the fabric texture and shed close

 timing.
(The recommended values are provided on

 the panel.)

NOTE:

・The same easing timing and amount

 should be set for the RH and LH warp

 beams. Otherwise, the tension detection

 accuracy will lower, resulting in a tension

 error.

・When decreasing the easing amount, be

 sure to set the indicator once to the scale

 mark smaller than the target by one or

 more, then turn it back to the target. This

 prevents the easing amount deviation

 between the RH and LH warp beams which

 could result from the looseness of the bolts

 and the scale. 
To decrease the easing amount from scale

 “8” to “6”, for example, set the indicator to

 “5” once and then turn it back to “6.”

Fabric texture

Heald frame

 number to be

 aligned

Shed close

 timing
Easing timing

Medium- or Lowdensity

 plain weave

1，2 310°
Standard: 

290°

To give priority to cloth

 appearance: 270°

3，4 290°
To give priority to weft

 entanglement prevention: 310°

Twill weave

2
1

1, 2

290°
Standard: 

290°
―

2
2

1, 3

3
1

1, 2

Satin
1
4

1, 3

2.2.3
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Heald frame number

 to be aligned
Shed close timing Easing timing

1，2 290°
310°

To give priority to cloth appearance: 270°
3，4 310° To give priority to weft entanglement prevention: 310°

(1) Stop the weaving machine. Be sure to lock

 the machine with the emergency stop button

 except for jobs requiring manual rotation

 with the hand wheel tool.

NOTE: If the emergency stop button is locked,

 pressing the RELEASE BRAKE switch cannot

 turn off the main brake.
(2) Rotate the machine by hand and align gauge

 hole 1a of cap 1 with gauge hole 2a of bracket

 2.
(3) Insert stopper pin 3 (J8203-01010-00 which is

 set on the back bracket) into the holes aligned

 in step (2), simultaneously on each of the

 right and left sides.
(4) Loosen fixing bolt 2b of bracket 2 on each of

 the right and left sides, with tool 4 (J8203-

 02010-00).
(5) Loosen the clamper bolts of each tension

 roller. (To use the tension roller as a rotary

 type, skip this step.)
(6) Rotate the machine to set the desired crank

 angle according to the easing timing list

 shown on the previous page.
(7) Tighten the clamper bolts of each tension

 roller. (To use the tension roller as a rotary

 type, skip this step.) 
(8) Tighten fixing bolt 2b of bracket 2 on each of

 the right and left sides, with tool 4.
(9) Pull out stopper pin 3 which was inserted in

 step (3) on each of the right and left sides,

 then reposition them to the back bracket.

NOTE: Ensure to remove stopper pin 3. Cap 1

 may be damaged by turning the machine

 without removing it.

For high-density plain weave, the easing timing listed below may be set:

NOTE: If the dropper excessively jumps or the cloth fell stability is low, delay the easing timing.
If warps break frequently or cloth appearance is poor, advance the easing timing.

[1]
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The table below lists the standard easing amount

 and the easing rod mounting position (scale

 division for indicator setting shown on the next

 page) according to the fabric texture and shedding

 angle.

Shedding

 angle

Fabric texture
Plain weave Twill or

 satinA B
26° 4 2

1

28° 6 4
30° 6 4
32° 8 6
34° 8 6
36° 10 8

NOTE: If the shed opening is unclear in weaving

 twill or satin, increase the easing amount (taking

 the half of the easing amount for plain weave as a

 guide).

NOTE: When installing easing rod 1 into easing

 lever 2, be sure to fit easing rod 1 into bottom A of

 the slot in easing lever 2.

NOTE: For a few irregular cases in which easing

 rod 1 should be fitted up to top B of the slot in

 

easing
 

lever
 2,

 

refer
 

to
 

Subsection
 

2.2.4
 

"Positioning

 the Back Bracket and Back Rod Bracket, [ 3 ]

 Frontto- rear Adjustment of Back Rod Brackets."

NOTE: Apply grease to the joint between easing
rod end 1a and easing lever 2 as specified below.

・Lubricating intervals: Every 10 days

・Lubrication tools: Grease gun

・Lubricant: Lubricant D (Refer to Chapter M,

 Section M.3.)

[2]
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Adjust the easing amount according to the steps
given below.

NOTE: During the procedure below, never loosen
double nut 5a of adjustment bolt 5.

(1) Stop the weaving machine and release the

 warp tension.

NOTE: Be sure to release the warp tension;

 otherwise, the adjustment bolt 5 may be

 broken during the adjustment work below.
(2) Except when you run the machine by hand,

 press the emergency stop button down until it

 locks itself and the machine.
(3) Rotate the machine by hand to bring fixing

 bolts 3 of the easing slider to the rear of the

 machine.
(4) Loosen two fixing bolts 3 on each of the right

 and left sides, with tool 4 (J8203-02010-00).

NOTE: Be sure to loosen this bolt sufficiently;

 otherwise, the adjustment bolt 5 may be

 broken in step (7).
(5) Loosen fixing bolts on the tension roller. (This

 step is not required when the machine rotates

 the tension roller.)
(6) Rotate the machine by hand to bring

 adjustment bolt 5 to the rear of the machine.
(7) Turn adjustment bolt 5 on each of the right

 and left sides with tool 4 in order to set edge

 B of indicator 7 to desired scale mark 6.

NOTE: Do not turn adjustment bolts 5 so

 much that edge B of indicator 7 goes out of

 the “scale mark 0 to 10” range. Screwed

 sections may freeze up.
(8) Rotate the machine by hand to bring fixing

 bolts 3 to the rear of the machine.
(9) Tighten two fixing bolts 3 on each of the right

 and left sides, with tool 4.
(10) Tighten fixing bolts on the tension roller.

 (This step is not required when the machine

 rotates the tension roller.)
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Flange dia. φ800mm φ930／φ1000mm
Scale for front-to-rear position of back rod bracket 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6

Scale for height of back bracket
+5 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+4 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+3 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+2 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+1 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

0 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

–1 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

–2 ○ ○ ○

–3 ○ ○ △

–4 △ △ △

–5 △ △ △

Flange dia. φ800mm φ930／φ1000mm
Scale for front-to-rear position of back rod bracket 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 6.5

Scale for height of back bracket
+5 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+4 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+3 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+2 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

+1 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

0 ○ ○ ○ ○

–1 ○ ○ ○ ○

–2 ○ ○ ○

–3 ○ ○

–4
–5

2.2.4
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Positioning
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among
 

Back
 

Bracket,
 

Back
 

Rod
 

Bracket,
 

and
 

Warp
 

BeamFlange
The restrictions listed in the table below are imposed on the relationship among the height of the back

 bracket, the front-to-rear position of the back rod bracket, and the diameter of the warp beam flange.

　

　

■ For R/S 340 or less

　

○: The easing rod should be fitted into the bottom of the slot provided in the easing lever.

△: The easing rod should be fitted up to the top of the slot provided in the easing lever.

■ For R/S 360 or R/S 390

　

○: The easing rod should be fitted into the bottom of the slot provided in the easing lever.

2.2-
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The table below lists the standard heights of the
back brackets.
(The recommended values are provided on the
panel.)

Fabric texture
Graduation on

 the back bracket

Plain weave（
1
1 ）

Twill（
2
2 ）

0

Twill or satin （
2
1 ，

3
1 ，

4
1 ） ＋ 1

Twill or satin （
1
2 ，

1
3 ，

1
4 ） － 2

Dobby 0

Adjust the heights of the back brackets according
to the steps given below.

(1) Loosen bolts 3 (which secure back bracket 1
 to frame 2) at each of the right and left sides

 of the machine.
(2) Loosen the clamper bolts of each tension

 roller. (To use the tension roller as a rotary

 type, skip this step.)
(3) At each of the right and left sides of the

 machine, loosen nut 4 and turn adjustment

 bolt 5 to align the graduation (select it

 according to the above table) on back bracket

 1 with pointer 6a of scale plate 6.
(4) Tighten the clamper bolts of each tension

 roller. (To use the tension roller as a rotary

 type, skip this step.)
(5) Tighten bolts 3 at each side.
(6) Tighten nut 4 at each side.

　

NOTE: Make sure that the heights of the back

 

brackets
 1 are

 

equal
 

at
 

the
 

right
 

and
 

left
 

sides.

[2]
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The front-to-rear position of back rod brackets 2
can be adjusted at six stages in increments of
50mm.
The standard values of the front-rear positions
are as below.

Dobby, Electronic shedding 6
R/S greater than 280 6

Flange greater than 1000 6
Twin beam 6

Other than above 5

(The recommended values are provided on the
panel.)

　

NOTE: The above standard positions may change
depending upon the weaving condition.

Adjust the front-to-rear position of the back rod
brackets according to the steps given below.

(1) Adjust the front-to-rear position of the back

 rod brackets according to the steps given

 below.
(2) Press the emergency stop button down until

 it locks itself and the machine, except for jobs

 requiring manual rotation.
(3) Loosen bolts 5 on each of the right and

 lefteasing rod cases 4.
(4) Move easing lever 3 to align its pin hole 3a

 with pin hole 2a provided in back rod bracket

 2, then insert stop pin 7 (J8203-01010-00)

 into those holes at both right and left sides.
(5) Loosen bolts 6 (which secure back rod bracket

 2 to back bracket 1) at each of the right and

 left sides.
(6) Move the back rod bracket 2 to align its scale

 2b with the reference mark 1b provided on

 back bracket 1 at both right and left sides.
(7) Tighten bolts 6 loosened in step (5).
(8) Rotate the machine by hand to set the crank

 angle to the value (Easing timing angle –90°).
If the easing timing angle is 300º, for

 example, set 210° (300° – 90°).
(9) Tighten bolts 5 loosened in step (3).
(10) Pull out both stop pins 7 inserted in step (4),

 then return them into the tool box.

[3]
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In those machines having a twin-beam let-off
motion, touch [ Map ] – [ Letoff ] to call up the
screen shown at left.

(1) Touch the “Weft density”□ switch and then

 enter the setting values with the numerical

 keys (0 to 9).

NOTE: The entry range of the weft density

 differs depending upon the flange diameter

 and the machine speed (rpm). Refer to Table

 1 below.
(2) Select the unit by touching  at either 

/inch or /cm to .
(3) Upon completion of setting operation, touch

 the [ ENTER ] switch.
The screen displays “Normally finished” and

 then returns to the initial one.

NOTE: If you modify any setting in the

 procedures given on the following pages,

 touch the [ ENTER ] switch to establish the

 new setting at the end of the procedure.

Table 1

Weft density (wefts/inch) Minimum weft density
Minimum weft

 density
Flange diameter (mm) φ800 φ930 φ800,φ930

Machine speed

 (rpm)

550 or below 30 30

240
600 30 32
650 30 34
700 30 37

2.2.5
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In those machines having a twin-beam let-off
motion, you need to set the warp tension for each
of the right and left beams.

(1) Touch the “Warp tension” “Left”□ switch and

 then enter the setting values with the

 numerical keys (0 to 9).
(2) Touch the “Right”□ switch on the screen

 shown at left, and set the desired warp

 tension for the RH warp beam.

NOTE: Usually, the same warp tension

 should be set for the RH and LH warp beams.

 It is, however, possible to set different values.

　

Listed below are the entry range of the total

 warp tension (for both RH and LH warp

 beams) and that of the individual warp

 tension for each warp beam, respectively.

　

Entry range of the total warp tension for both

 RH and LH warp beams

　R/S 280 to 340: 0 to 500 kg

　R/S 360 to 390: 0 to 700 kg

　

Entry range of the individual warp tension

 for each warp beam

　R/S 280 to 340: 0 to 500 kg

　R/S 360 to 390: 0 to 420 kg

　

Note that the above specifications cannot

 apply to　special versions.

　

The standard value of the total warp tension

 may be calculated according to the formulas

 listed at left. The calculated value should be

 multiplied by 0.5 and then set to each of the

 RH and LH beams on the function panel.

　

　NE : Yarn number count (English cotton

 count)

　TE : Warp tension (kgf) = (9.8N)

　W : Total number of warp yarns

[2]
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(3) Standard value of warp tension
The standard value of warp tension is

 calculated　with the following formula.

　

　TE : Warp tension (kgf) = (9.8N)

　W : Total number of warp yarns

　NE : Yarn number count of warp (English

 cotton count)

　D : Yarn number count of warp (denier)

Fabric structure

Coefficient for 
spun yarns

Cotton or

 blended

 yarn

Man-made

 spun yarn

Plain weave（
1
1 ） 1.0～1.2 1.1～1.3

Top weave

（
2
1  

2
2 

3
1 ）

For larger yarn number count than 10 or less (NE ≦ 10)

For yarns between number count 10 exclusive and 20 (10 < NE≦ 20)

For yarns between number count 20 exclusive and 30 (20 < NE≦ 30)

For smaller yarn number count than 30 exclusive (30

0.55～0.7

0.6～0.8

0.7～0.9

0.8～1.0

0.65～0.8

0.7～0.9

0.8～1.0

0.9～1.1
Back weave, 
sateen weave

（
1
2  

1
3 

1
4 ）

For larger yarn number count than 10 or less (NE ≦ 10)

For yarns between number count 10 exclusive and 20 (10 < NE≦ 20)

For yarns between number count 20 exclusive and 30 (20 < NE≦ 30)

For smaller yarn number count than 30 exclusive (30

0.6～0.8

0.7～0.9

0.8～1.0

0.9～1.1

0.7～0.9

0.8～1.0

0.9～1.1

1.0～1.2
Dobby weave 0.9～1.1 1.0～1.2
Jacquard weave 0.8～1.0 0.9～1.1

400d and over 0.25～0.30
Hard twisted yarn, polyester (textured yarn) 0.20～0.25
Rayon (bio), cupra, acetate 0.10～0.15
Others 0.15～0.20

Touch the “Beam diameter”□ switch and input
the current beam width using the numerical keys
(0 to 9).

NOTE: The beam winding diameter is used as the
current beam diameter for control. The let-off
motion then calculates it automatically from warp
yarn consumption.

　

　　

■ Filament yarn　TE ＝ 
W×D×Coefficient

10
3

[3]
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Touch the “Drawing width”□ switch and then
enter the setting values with the numerical keys
(0 to 9).
The drawing-in width to be entered from the
function panel should be the distance “A” from the
leftmost warp to the rightmost one applied to
back roller 1, as shown at left.

NOTE: The drawing-in width is a very important
setting value for LH and RH tension calculation.
Be sure to actually measure and input warp yarn
width “A” on back roller 1.

The “tension gain,” which is expressed by the
beam’s spring constant, means the length (mm) of
warps wound as the warp tension is changed by 1
kg.
The harder the warps, the smaller the tension
gain; the softer, the larger the tension gain.
The more the number of warps, the smaller the
tension gain; the less, the larger the tension gain.
Touch the [ Operator ] – [ Prepare ] to call up the
screen shown at left.
The tension gain can be automatically measured
if you touch the “SW8”. Usually, no manual entry
is required. If the current warp tension deviates
more than ±3 kg, make the following adjustment:

(1) Touch the “Tension gain”□ switch.
Enter the setting values with the numerical

 keys (0 to 9) while monitoring the current

 warp tension (“Real Tension”) shown on the

 function panel.

①　If the real warp tension rapidly (in the

 pitch of 1-10 seconds) deviates from the

 desired warp tension: 
The warp gain is too large. Decrease the

 gain (Multiply the current gain by 0.7).

②　If the real warp tension slowly (in the

 pitch of 10 seconds or more) deviates

 from the desired warp tension: 
The warp gain is too small. Increase the

 gain (Multiply the current gain by 1.5).

[4]
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Indication in ( ) shows the tension control status.

　With ( ) indication : Pre-stabilized status

　Without ( ) indication : Stabilized status

　

If “Set tension – 2 (kg) ≤  Current tension ≤  Set
tension + 2 (kg)” is satisfied for 2 seconds, ( )
display of tension gain disappears as “stabilized
status”.
“Pre-stabilized status” is judged in any of the
following cases:

　・RAM clearance

　・Replacement of let-off board

　・Touching tension reset switch “SW8”
The conditions for changing from “Pre-stabilized
status” to “Stabilized status” are as follows:

　・Satisfaction of “Set tension – 2 (kg) ≤
 Current tension ≤  Set tension + 2 (kg)” for 2

 seconds during running.

　・Manual setting of tension gain

Touch [ Map ] – [ Mark ] to call up the screen
shown at left.
This screen should be used if a stop mark is found.
For the setting procedure, refer to Section 2.3,
“Stop Mark Prevention.”

　　

[6]
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Touch [ Operator ] – [ Prepare ] to call up the
screen shown at left. This screen shows the
current warp tension for each of the RH and LH
warp beams and the various manual switches.

SW Function

SW1
Rotates both the RH and LH warp beams in the

 forward direction.

The beam(s) slowly rotates for the

 first three seconds, then becomes

 faster.

SW2
Rotates both the RH and LH warp beams in the

 reverse direction.
SW3 Rotates

 

the
 

LH
 

warp
 

beam
 

in
 

the
 

forward
 

direction.
SW4 Rotates

 

the
 

RH
 

warp
 

beam
 

in
 

the
 

forward
 

direction.
SW5 Rotates the LH warp beam in the reverse direction.
SW6 Rotates the RH warp beam in the reverse direction.

SW7
Restores the tension to the registered value. During the restoring operation, the red

 lamp of the signal indicator flashes.

SW8

Always use this switch after the following works (yarn characteristics area read to set

 the tension gain automatically):

　・RAM clearance

　・Style change upon beam doffing

　・Let-off board replacement
Before touching this switch, loosen warp yarns so as not to apply warp tension to the

 tension roller.
Conduct tension adjustment and zero adjustment if the warp tension reading is outside

 the range of –2 to +2 kg.
The indicator blinks in red during the switch operation.

2.2.6
　

Rotating
 

the
 

Warp
 

Beams
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(1) If warps have been loaded on the machine,

 slack them until no warp tension is applied

 onto the tension roller.

(2) Touch [ Calibration of the tension ] on the [

 Operator ] – [ Prepare ] screen on the function

 panel.

(3) “Adjust the tension?” appears. Touch [ Yes ].

　

Tension adjustment and zero adjustment are

 completed now. The display automatically

 

returns
 

to
 

the
 

[
 

Operator
 

]
 

–
 

[
 

Prepare
 

]
 

screen.

(4) Check that the “Real Tension” shows –2 to +2

 kg.
If the “Real Tension” shows outside of –2 to

 +2 kg, repeat from step (2).

2.2.7
　

Making
 

the
 

Initial
 

Adjustment
 

ofthe
 

Let-off
 

Tension
For accurate control of the LH and RH tensions, conduct tension adjustment, zero adjustment and

 tension gain setting (see Subsection 2.2.5).

　

[1]
　

Warp
 

Tension
 

Calibration
 

and
 

ZeroAdjustment
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Conduct tension recovery using either “SW7” or
“SW8” shown at left.

　

SW7 : Automatically adjusts the warp tension to

 the set tension (without detecting the

 tension gain (warp elongation)).
SW8 : Detects the tension gain (warp elongation)

 for automatic adjustment to the set tension.
Use in any of the following cases:
Upon fabric change, RAM clearance, servo

 amplifier board replacement, etc.

[2]
　

Tension
 

Recovery

2.2-
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(1) Adjust eccentric pin 1 on each of RH and LH

 side beam holders and center beam holder so

 that the thick section of the eccentric pin

 comes to the inside of hook 4.

NOTE: If the eccentric pins are inserted in the

 wrong eccentric direction, the hooks 4 will

 become loose while the machine is in

 operation, resulting in broken beam holders.
(2) At each of the beam holders, adjust locking

 

lever
 3 by

 

turning
 

bolt
 2 so

 

that
 

the
 

supporting
point of hook 4 overrides the dead point by 5-

 10 mm in the direction of B. The dead point is

 on the extended line of straight line A
 connecting the center of eccentric pin 1 with

 the supporting point of locking lever 3.
(3) Turn locking lever 3 to the lock position.

Adjust eccentric pin 1 until the bearing

 undergoes such preload that turning its

 external ring by hand causes the center beam

 ring to rotate while slipping.
(4) Run the weaving machine by pressing the [

 START ] switch, then check that the warp

 beams do not bounce or the locking levers 3
 do not work out.
If any problem is found, repeat the above

 adjustment.

　

2.2.8
　

Adjusting
 

the
 

Clamping
 

Forcefor
 

Warp
 

Bea
ms

The clamping force of each beam holder should be adjusted with the eccentric pin 1 and bolt 2, according
to the steps given below. For the adjustment, remove the center beam ring (thin ring) from a spare warp

 beam and use it as a gauge.
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At the change of warp beams, be sure to observe
the following:

・ Wipe off fly or dust accumulated around the

 

rings
 

of
 

all
 

beam
 

holders
 

and
 

the
 

circumference

 of bearings 2, using a cloth or the like.

・ Lubricate the beam holders 1.
For details, refer to Chapter M.

・ Check
 

the
 

clamping
 

force
 

of
 

the
 

beam
 

holders,
by referring to Subsection 2.2.8.

・ Check that the warp tension for each of the

 RH and LH beams on the function panel is

 1-2 kg. If it is out of the range, initialize the

 let-off tension values (refer to Subsection

 2.2.7).

2.2.9
　

Notes
 

at
 

the
 

Time
 

of
 

WarpChange
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Troubles Checking points Remarks
1. Wale streaks appear at the

 center and both edges of the

 fabric.

(Wale streaks are easily

 produced when the thin dents

 are used for low weft density.)

・Check that the warp tension is not too

 high. (Check that correctly calculated

 values have been entered.)

・Check that the beam flanges are not

 contaminated.

・Check that the zero adjustment is

 correctly made.

If no problem is found in the above

 checkings, use a warp guide.

For the warp tension values, refer to

 Subsection 2.2.5 [ 2 ].

2. The RH or LH real warp

 tension shown on the function

 panel deviates more than ±3kg

(The deviation within ±2kg is

 normal.)

If the tension deviates at the start of

 weaving, touch the SW8 to make the

 machine measure the tension gain.

For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection 2.2.6.

If it deviates at any other time, modify the

 tension gain on the function panel.

For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection 2.2.5 [ 5 ].

3. ・The real warp tensions of

 the RH and LH beams are

 different from each other. 

Or the difference of the

 remaining yarn volumes on

 the RH and LH beams is

 large.

・Check that the easing timing, theeasing

 amount, the easing lever, and the back

 bracket are adjusted to the same on the

 RH and LH warp beams.

・For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection　2.2.3 and 2.2.4.

・Stop marks appear

 differently on the right and

 left half of the fabric.

・Check that the heald frame height is not

 excessively different on the RH and LH

 sides of the let-off motion.

・Check that the zero adjustment and gain

 adjustment are correctly made.

・For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection 2.2.7.

・Check that there is no difference between

 the RH and LH setting values registered

 on the function panel.

・For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection　2.2.5 [ 2 ].

4. Barré marks have been

 produced while the machine is

 in operation.

・Check that none of the locking levers'

 hooks is disengaged.

・For the adjustment procedure, refer to

 Subsection 2.2.8.

・Check that the eccentric pins are adjusted

 correctly.

・Check that the center beam holder does

 not vibrate abnormally. (Check that the

 beam's foot is not disengaged.)

・Adjust the height of the yarn beam’s foot,

 by referringto Subsection 2.2.2 [ 1 ].

2.2.10
　

Troubleshooting
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RH and LH side beam holders

2.2.11
　

Lubrication

(1) RH and LH let-off drive boxes

After 600 million picks from the first operation (after approx. 3 months), make the first oil change.

 After that, change oil every 2400 million picks (about yearly).

NOTE: For details, refer to Chapter M, Section M.3.3, [ 3. 4 ].
(2) Easing levers and tension levers 

(3) RH and LH side beam holders and center beam holder

At the change of warp beams, remove fly or dust from the lubricating points on those beam holders

 and then lubricate them. 
　

　

Center beam holder

　　

　　

・ Lubrication tools: Brush

・ Lubricants: Lubricant D (See Chapter M, Section M.3.1.)

・ Lubricating points: 
　①　Sides of the RH and LH side beam holders

　②　Insides of the RH and LH beam's hooks

　③　Inside of the center beam's hook

・ Lubrication tools: Oiler (Tool No. 696)

・ Lubricants: Lubricant A (See Chapter M, Section M.3.1.)

・ Lubricating points: 
　④　Installation pins of the beam clampers at the RH and LH side beam holders and the center

 beam holder

　⑤　Installation pins of the locking levers at the RH and LH side beam holders and the center

 beam holder

　⑥　Installation pins of the locking lever's hooks at the RH and LH side beam holders and the

 center beam holder

　⑦　Installation pins of the bearings at the RH and LH side beam holders and the center beam

 holder
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